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Abstract—This paper proposes a hybrid control strategy
to coordinate inclined insertion for precision assembly,
in order to increase the capability of dealing with disturbances. Precision assembly requires accurate manipulation, while due to perturbations, objects may be initiated
with deviated posture and hold this deviation during insertion. To improve the assembly robustness to inclination, we
develop a coordination structure: compensational motions
for the mismatch between inclined posture and insertion
direction by using kinematics and image Jacobian matrix
methods; contact force acquisition to handle the indirect
posture measurement between force sensor and inclined
object, by taking advantage of the microimaging characteristics; and a hybrid coordinated insertion strategy to deal
with the insufficient degree-of-freedom (DOF) allocation on
each arm, applicable for assemblies in interference fit or
clearance fit. Experiments are carried out to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
Index Terms—Coordinated control, inclined insertion,
precision assembly.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

IFFERENT from traditional assembly, precision assembly manipulates objects with size ranging from micron to
millimeter, employs microscopes to assist achieving alignment
with high precision, and uses sensitive force sensors to guide
the contact insertion in order to protect thin components. Due
to its capability of providing high accuracy, precision assembly
has drawn wide attention recently and substantial works have
been addressed to successfully fulfill different tasks. A multiscale assembly system is presented equipped with multiple
custom-designed microgrippers and end-effectors to be used in
several reconfigurable modules [1]. In [2], an automatic assembly platform is proposed to realize alignment of multiple holes
on two objects and 3-D assembly. In [3], the task to assemble
a slice micropart into a groupware is achieved on an automated
mechanism where a laser triangulation measurement instrument and microscopic vision are employed to acquire object’s
attitude.
To accurately operate objects, vision-based method is usually
used to navigate motion and estimate force. Wason et al. [4]
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use a vision-guided method to manipulate a multiprobe where
vision sensing of the probe bending is employed for grasp force
control. In [5], a monoview and multiple-scale 2-D visual control scheme is implemented to investigate sequential robotic
manipulation and assembly. By using vision-based method, the
alignment of 16 holes on two objects is realized [2] and 3-D
assembly is achieved according to the alignment of these holes.
In [6], a two-stage grasp strategy is developed based on a visualservo-control approach to perform micrograsping tasks in a 2-D
plane with high accuracy. A fast detection algorithm for target
micro-object and end-effector is studied in [7] for high-speed
pick-and-place in cell-assembly.
Two stages are commonly separated in precision assembly: alignment and insertion. Fine alignment can be usually
achieved by using vision-based strategy, which is unavailable
after starting of insertion due to the block between objects.
Force controller is then employed in dealing with contact in
insertion to adjust objects’ relative position and posture in
real time. Huang and Schimmels [8] propose a method to
direct admittance selection for force-guided assembly considering multiple-point contact. In [9], the passive admittance
and associated maximum coefficient of friction is presented
for planar force-assembly of a variety of different polygonal parts. Rabenorosoa et al. [10] investigate an active force
control strategy for guiding tasks in microassembly together
with the stability of the grasp when contact appears. In [11],
a robust impedance control approach for high-speed position
and force regulation is presented for microgrippers dedicated
to microassembly tasks. Our previous work [12] focuses on a
hybrid control approach to consider vertical and horizontal precision assemblies among thin, irregular objects performed by
multiple manipulators.
Coordination is also investigated [13], [14] which communicates between two robots usually in traditional assembly
or treats each manipulator as an independent executor. It is
demanded when one or some arms have insufficient degrees
of freedom (DOFs) to achieve tasks on their own. In [15],
a control and communication system is presented to visually
guided cooperate between two robotic agents, which is used
to enable coordination of distributed assembly operations. Sun
and Mills [16] propose an adaptive synchronized control algorithm for coordination of multiple manipulators in assembly
tasks. The cross-coupling technology is incorporated into the
adaptive control structure to guarantee asymptotic convergence
to zero of both position errors and synchronization errors.
In precision assembly, it is seldom mentioned to perform an
inclined insertion, particularly on a platform with insufficient
DOF allocation on each robot arm. It relates to three issues:
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1) due to the disturbance or manual intervention, inclined precision insertion happens which usually cannot refer to the control
strategies designed for the noninclined one; 2) it is sometimes
difficult to accurately express the direct relationship between
the sensor and the inclined object, e.g., for the reasons of manual rotation or nonrigid grasp for irregular objects; 3) some
robots are provided with insufficient joints to independently
fulfill six-DOF motion, and on the contrary, DOFs are elaborately allocated on different manipulators according to specific
tasks. The above-mentioned problems express the necessity
to explore coordinated control for inclined precision assembly in order to improve its robustness to object inclination and
to investigate the coordination between robot arms to achieve
high accuracy as demanded by precision assembly especially in
interference fit.
Our motivation is to develop a coordinated control strategy to
deal with inclined insertion in precision assembly. This paper
mainly focuses on four problems, which are also the differences compared with previous works on precision assembly:
1) the deviation between inclined posture and insertion direction due to the object inclination possibly caused by disturbance
or misoperation; 2) the indirect contact force acquisition on
account of the unknown mapping relation from force sensors to
inclined objects; 3) insufficient DOFs equipped on each robot
arm to independently implement 3-D insertion; and 4) small
error tolerance as a result of unexpected inclined insertion in
interference fit. The innovation of this paper lies in solving the
above-mentioned problems: generate compensational motions
as inserting in terms of kinematics and image Jacobian matrix
methods, to compensate for the deviated posture and inclined
insertion direction; take advantage of the microimaging characteristics for transformation from sensor frame to the coordinates
of inclined object to obtain applied forces, to handle the indirect
force acquisition; and investigate a hybrid coordinated strategy
for insertion, to deal with the insufficient DOF equipment on
robot arms. This work tries to present a control strategy suitable for inclined precision assembly and meanwhile minimize
the contact forces during insertion. Experiments are implemented on our assembly mechanism to validate the proposed
methods.
This topic contains the challenging issues of inclined precision assembly between brittle objects in interference fit, and of
unable direct reflection of real contact force from sensor. The
existing approaches employ lasers, microscopes, and force sensors, or use together to acquire the state of horizontal and/or
vertical assemblies [2], [3], [12]. They seldom consider the
inclination, assuming that objects maintain a proper posture
or stating each arm is equipped with sufficient mechanisms
to automatically adjust components to the ideal state. In some
cases, this is not true. This paper intends to solve these problems
and improve the assembly robustness.
The proposed methods are applicable for precision assembly
where objects are unexpected inclined right before insertion,
and also for specific assemblies, such as tilted holes. The
approach to indirectly acquire contact force is useful for the
cases of unknown mapping relation between force sensors
and objects, and the coordination structure can be applied to
systems whose arms are equipped with insufficient DOFs to
independently implement 3-D insertion.
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Fig. 1. General model of manipulators to assemble two objects.

II. A SSEMBLY M ODEL
To assemble two objects refers to a platform equipped with
suitable DOFs, at least two microscopes, and a sensitive force
sensor. Its configurations and kinematics are discussed below
together with the image Jacobian matrix which is used to
facilitate vision-based control.
A. System Configuration
For vertical insertion between two objects, Fig. 1 shows
an assembly platform model of 13 DOFs, with addition of
2 manual rotational DOFs. One object is held by the upper
manipulator which has three translational DOFs and two manual rotational DOFs. The lower manipulator is in sequence
equipped with one vertical DOF for insertion and three rotational DOFs for posture alignment. Two microscopes are at
least required for visual feedback and each is equipped with a
three translational DOFs mechanism to follow objects’ motion
in order to keep them in its view particularly useful for long
insertions. Force sensor is located closely upon the manual
adjustment mechanism.
This is a typical system with minimum DOFs to achieve vertical insertion between two objects. The six DOFs required to
fulfill 3-D movement are separated in two robot arms: translational ones locate on the upper manipulator for position
alignment and compensational adjustment during insertion; and
rotational motors lie on the lower manipulator to perform the
posture alignment of the lower object. The vertical elevation
provides higher accurate insertion.
B. Image Jacobian Matrix
Microscope has a characteristic of planar vision, whose
view depth is neglectable compared with the object distance.
One microscope can sensitively distinguish motions of three
DOFs: planar translational motion in parallel with the camera
view plane and rotation around the optical axis. The relative
movements in Cartesian space have only a scale to their position changes on the image plane. The upper manipulator’s
relationship can be expressed as
T k

T

Δuk Δvk
= Ju Δxu Δyu Δzu
(1)
where ΔXu = [Δxu , Δyu , Δzu ]T represents relative motion
of the manipulator holding the upper object in Cartesian space,
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The lower manipulator, without sufficient DOFs, needs
appropriate coordination of the upper manipulator to compensate for its own insertion. As the desired relative movement
between the two objects is along the main axis, the deviation
comes from the tangent component to the inclined posture,
along which the upper object is desired to move. This compensation direction ck yields
ck =

Fig. 2. Diagram of insertion and compensation motions.

[Δuk , Δvk ]T means the image change of an interesting point
(e.g., end center) observed in the k microscope, and k Ju ∈
R2×3 is the image Jacobian matrix transforming the upper
object’s Cartesian motion to the image change in the k microscope. The image Jacobian matrix can be acquired by applying
the active calibration method (refer [17] for details).
The lower manipulator has three rotational DOFs and one
vertical translational DOF, and its mapping relation from the
Cartesian movement to the image change yields
⎡
⎤
⎤ Δzl
⎡i
Jl
⎢
⎥
⎦ ⎢ Δθlx ⎥
[Δui , Δvi , Δuj , Δvj , Δφi , Δφj ]T = ⎣ j Jl
⎣ Δθly ⎦
Jr
Δθlz
(2)
where [Δui , Δvi , Δuj , Δvj ]T is the point feature change on
the image plane of each camera, [Δφi , Δφj ]T is the line’s angle
variable, k Jl ∈ R2×1 is the translational image Jacobian matrix
of the k camera, Jr ∈ R2×3 is the rotational Jacobian matrix,
and Δzl is the insertion of the lower manipulator.
III. C OORDINATED M OTION C OMPENSATION
To deal with the inclined precision assembly, coordinated
motion of the upper manipulator is needed to compensate for
its own inclined posture and the lower manipulator’s deviated
insertion direction. These lead to vision-based positional compensation applying the image Jacobian matrix and kinematics.
In the k-view plane, as shown in Fig. 2, the upper object’s
posture can be measured with an angle θk between it’s main
axis and vertical axis of the image plane, and the two components are well situated after alignment. The deviated direction
is represented as ak = [sin θk , − cos θk ]T . The insertion of the
lower manipulator is along the direction of dk in the image,
which can be computed by using the corresponding image
Jacobian matrix
k

dk =

Jl
l 2

k J

where  · 2 is the Euclidean norm. The deviated angle between
the insertion direction and vertical axis yields
ϕk = arcsin (−v k × dk )
where × means the operator of cross product.

ak × d k × a k
.
ak × dk × ak 2

(3)

This compensation method strictly performs each manipulator’s role: the lower is in charge of insertion and the upper
is responsible for compensation. This task division is derived
from the reason of higher precision movement of the lower
manipulator’s vertical DOF.
Combining the compensational direction in each camera and
transforming these vectors to relate the desired compensational
motion of the upper manipulator and the insertion of the lower
arm leads to
⎤
⎡
ai ×i Jl ×ai
Δxum
†
i
i
J
a
u
i × Jl ×ai 2
⎣ Δyum ⎦ = j
(4)
Δzl
j
a
×
Jl ×aj
j
Ju
aj ×j Jl ×aj 2
Δzum
where ΔX um = [Δxum , Δyum , Δzum ]T is the compensational motion of the upper manipulator to compensate for
the insertion of the lower object, and † is the operator of
pseudoinverse.
The microscope has also a characteristic of small view field,
and as the upper object executing its compensational motion,
it may move out of the view plane. Adjusting platform is then
needed for each microscope to keep objects in the clear view
plane, and its servo motion is
T

T

Δxk Δyk Δzk
= Jk†k Ju Δxu Δyu Δzu
(5)
where ΔX k = [Δxk , Δyk , Δzk ]T is the Cartesian motion of
the k camera and Jk is the image Jacobian matrix mapping
from the camera’s relative motion to the image change.
This compensation method can also be applied for nontilt
posture of the upper object, given a nonstrictly calibrated relation between cameras and manipulators. It means that the above
compensational motion is a necessity if insertion direction and
object posture are not coincident.
IV. C ONTACT F ORCE ACQUISITION
As shown in Fig. 1, the force sensor locates at the right
top of the manual rotational mechanism. Due to the manual
intervention and nonrigid grasp of object (e.g., vacuum absorption to hold the small, brittle component), the relative posture
between force sensor and object is difficult to be directly measured. To adequately use force-based control strategy, we need
to transform forces from sensor to the coordinates of objects. As
known, the object is observed by the visual system and its posture can be measured in the image space. To determine the exact
force in contact, we propose a force transformation method by
means of the image Jacobian matrix.
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where

Fig. 3. Coordinates established on the sensor, the actuator, the visual
system, and the end-effector.

Coordinates are established on the sensor, the actuator,
and the end-effector, as shown in Fig. 3. The sensor has
its own coordinates labeled as Os ; the actuator’s coordinates
Oa are setup as the ya -axis moving forward and the za -axis
upward; and in the end-effector coordinates Oe , the ze -axis
is along the direction which can distinguish the posture of
the object (e.g., the main axis of a cylindrical shape). For
the structure raised in Section II, the frame Oa is coincident
with Ou .
In inclined insertion, the offset and relative posture from
force sensor to the exact contact point is unavailable, and this
paper only uses force information without torques as feedback to guide assembly. The mapping relationship between the
coordinates of sensor and actuator is
Fa =

a

Rs F s

Δxa Δya Δza

T


T
= λa Rs ΔFsx ΔFsy ΔFsz

where [Δxa , Δya , Δza ]T is the relative motion of actuators,
[ΔFsx , ΔFsy , ΔFsz ]T is the related force change read from
the sensor, and λ is a positive constant parameter reflecting the
relationship between force and offset. Using the least-square
method leads to
a

Rs =

AB T (BB T )−1


det AB T (BB T )−1

⎤
Δxa1 Δxa2 · · · Δxan2
A = ⎣ Δya1 Δya2 · · · Δyan2 ⎦
Δza1 Δza2 · · · Δzan2
⎡
⎤
ΔFsx1 ΔFsx2 · · · ΔFsxn2
B = ⎣ ΔFsy1 ΔFsy2 · · · ΔFsyn2 ⎦
ΔFsz1 ΔFsz2 · · · ΔFszn2
⎡

and n2 is the total steps. A full rank B is the sufficient and
necessary condition to compute the Jacobian, and at least three
steps are included since the matrix B ∈ R3×n2 .
The force F a can also be expressed in the coordinates of
the visual system. In precision assembly, at least two microscopes are used to determine the object’s state, so that the
transformation from actuator to one of the cameras yields
F ck =

(7)

ck

Ra F a

(8)

where F ck is the force expressed in the k camera’s coordinates
and ck Ra is the rotational matrix mapping between the two
coordinates. ck Ra is constant as both the actuator and the camera’s motion system have only translational DOFs. To compute
this matrix, we refer to the image Jacobian matrix, which can
T i T T
, Juv ] , where k Juu and k Juv
be presented as k Ju = [k Juu
are the column vectors whose transpose correspond to the first
and second rows of the image Jacobian matrix.
In addition, the relationship between image plane and camera
coordinates yields
Δuk
Δvk

(6)

where F s is the force detected by the sensor, F a is the
same force but described in the coordinates of actuator, and
a
Rs is the rotational matrix. Rigid connection is commonly
built between the sensor and the actuator, and only translational DOFs exist; therefore, a Rs is a constant matrix. Since
a
Rs is a transformation between coordinates without changing
magnitude, its determinant equals one.
We use an active calibration method to compute the matrix
a
Rs . The end-effector is placed under the manual rotational
mechanism and contacts with another object along the moving
direction. By driving along the contact directions, the relative
motion and corresponding force changes read from the sensor
have the following relationship:
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=

1
zc

kkx 0
0 kky

Δxc
Δyc

(9)

T

where [Δxc , Δyc ] is the relative change in the camera coordinates without movement along z-direction, zc is the distance
from object point to the optical center, kkx and kky represent
focal lengths in terms of pixels of camera k, and the matrix
diag{kkx , kky } maps from the image plane to the Ok − uk vk
plane of the k camera coordinates.
The transformations from object’s coordinates to those of the
camera result in
T

T

Δxc Δyc Δzc
= ck Ra Δxo Δyo Δzo
(10)
where [Δxo , Δyo , Δzo ]T is the relative change in the coordinates established on the observed object and ck Ra =
T ck
T T
ck
[ck RT
au , Rav , Raw ] . The motor command to drive actuators has a scale with the object’s movement
T
T


Δxu Δyu Δzu
= ξ Δxo Δyo Δzo
(11)
where ξ is a positive parameter scaling the Cartesian movement
to motor step. Combining (1), (9)–(11) leads to
ck

k

Ra =

T
Juu
ξzc
kkx

k

T
Juv
ξzc
kky

k

T
T 2 2
Juu
×k Juv
ξ zc
kkx kky

T

. (12)

Substituting (6) into (8) yields
ck

Rs =ck Raa Rs

(13)
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where ck Rs is the transformation matrix from the coordinates
of sensor to those of k camera.
100
Label a matrix M =
, by premultiplying of which
010
the third element of a vector is deleted. Label s z e as the expression of the object’s main axis z e in the sensor’s coordinates.
The object’s posture is observed in image planes in real time.
We project s z e upon the Oc − xc yc plane, transform to the
image plane, and relate it with the observed results. By using
two unparallel cameras, the following equations hold:
⎡
⎤
⎧
0 ⎦
T
⎪
ci
s
T ⎣ kix
⎪
z
×
R
z
×z
M
[ ic ( s e ) ic ]
⎪
⎪
0 kiy
⎪
⎪

⎤ M y = cos θi
⎡
⎪

ic
⎪ 
⎪

k
0
ix
⎪
T
s
T
⎪
⎨ [zic ×(ci Rs ze )×zic ] M ⎣ 0 k ⎦
⎡

iy

⎤2

⎪
k
0 ⎦
T
⎪
⎪
[zjc ×(cj Rss ze )×zjc ] M T ⎣ jx
⎪
⎪
0
k
jy
⎪

⎡
⎤ M y
⎪
⎪


jc = cos θj
⎪


k
0
⎪
jx
T
s
T
⎪
⎦
⎩ [zjc ×(cj Rs ze )×zjc ] M ⎣

0 kjy 2
(14)
where z kc and y kc are axes of the k camera coordinates
and z kc × ck Rss z e × z kc is s z e ’s projection vector on the
Oc − xc yc plane of the k camera coordinates. Since s z e is a
unit vector, substituting s z e  = 1 into the above equations, the
object axis is computed expressed in the sensor’s coordinates.
The force produced on the object expressed in the sensor’s
coordinates can then be calculated as

s
s
s
F ze = F T
z
ze
e
s
(15)
s
s
F he = z e × F s × s z e
where s F ze is the force along the main axis and s F he is
the force in the object horizon, both measured in the sensor’s
coordinates.

The goal is to achieve inclined precision assembly and, in
the meanwhile, to minimize the contact forces during insertion. A hybrid controller is presented: active compensation for
each insertion step, derived from the inclined posture and deviated insertion direction; passive compensation, adjusting the
object’s alignment error based on the force-feedback to constrain forces within a small region. These two parts of motion
are coordinated on each manipulator and also gain mutual
effects.
In consideration of DOF distribution, the two robot arms
have role division: the upper responsible for adjustment and the
lower in charge of insertion. For nonsoft contact and firm holding on the end-effector, the object can easily keep its posture
during assembly, based on which this paper supposes achieved
angle alignment in advance and invariant posture during the
insertion.
After acquiring the force between objects, we can transform
it into the actuator’s coordinates
F ze =a Rs s F ze
F he =a Rs s F he

A. Clearance Assembly Controller
For clearance fit, the position change due to force is much
less than axis alignment displacement, and we align the two
axes based on force direction instead of force magnitude. For
forces within threshold, we need to collect a set of sampled
forces to precisely determine the adjustment direction in order
to eliminate force detection error and erase problems of possible filter delay; while if given a too large force, its direction is
immediately selected as the adjustment orientation.
n3 of past horizontal forces from current time t are picked
to form a set {F t1 , . . . , F tn3 }, where F ti =a F the,t+i−n3 . A
weighted average value is used to determine the adjustment
direction
−
→
Vt=

n 1



Ft
i
F t 2
i


 n
Ft
1
i

 i=1 ϕi F t 2
i
i=1

ϕi






, F ti 2 ≤ Fc_max

(17)

2

→
−
where V t is a unit vector representing the adjustment direction
from time t, ϕi is the corresponding weight usually relating
with force magnitude and sampling sequence, and Fc_max is the
force threshold for clearance fit. If the weight is simply chosen
as ϕi = ni1 j F ti 2 , the adjustment direction yields
j=1
⎧ n1
(iF ti )
t
⎨ ni=1
→
−
1 (iF t ) , F i 2 ≤ Fc_max
 i=1
2
i
(18)
Vt=
t
Fi
⎩
,
F ti 2 > Fc_max .
F t 2
i

V. C OORDINATED I NSERTION

a
a

where a F ze and a F he are the forces measured in the actuator’s
coordinates. In this paper, object forces are represented by the
force along object’s main axis and the force in object’s horizon,
and this use inherits from the force transformation. Adhesion
force is a part of this representation. After the lower object
inserts into the upper object, force-feedback is applied to adjust
the assembly, and the control strategy is chosen given assembly
fit type.

(16)

Let Du and Dl be the diameters of the two objects. We use
the incremental proportional-integral method to carry out this
axis alignment compensation
Δc mk = Kpc (Δek − Δek−1 ) + Kic Δek

(19)

where Kpc and Kic are the proportional and integral factors for
clearance assembly, Δc mk is a scalar to represent the compenl
−
sational motion, k is the sampling time, and Δek = Du −D
2
k−1
j=1 Δc mj represents the deviation from the desired position.
Due to the misalignment situations and disturbances, adjustment in a direction may still lead to errors. For correct compensation, we adjust the motion direction and steps according to
current applied force
⎧−
→ −
→
V =Vt
⎪
⎪
,
F ti 2 > εc
⎨
(Δek , Δek−1 ) = (Δe0 , 0)
−
(20)
→ −
→
⎪
⎪
⎩ V = V t−1
, otherwise
(Δek , Δek−1 ) = (Δek , Δek−1 )
where εc means a tolerance threshold for clearance assembly
above which adjustment initiates. The above equation describes
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an adjustment strategy that if contact force is detected during
compensation, a new motion direction is generated according
to (17) and motion step renews; otherwise, previous adjustment
movement resumes.
The inclined insertion controller for clearance assembly can
be written as
−
→
(21)
Δc X u = ΔX um + ξΔc mk V
where Δc X u is the compensational motion for clearance
assembly.

Fig. 4. Control diagram for coordinated inclined assembly.

B. Contact Assembly Controller
For interference fit, the whole cylindrical surface is in contact with each other and force sensor provides a resultant force,
which reflects the contact state. Therefore, displacement in
order to reduce force is primary to align the two main axes during the insertion, different from the adjustment for clearance
fit. We use an incremental PI and impedance control method to
adjust motion
Δi mt = gt [Kpi δ(Δa F he,t − Δa F he,t−1 ) + Kii δΔa F he,t ]
(22)
where

⎧
a F he,t  ≥ Fi_max
⎨ 1,
a F he,t  ≤ εi
gt = 0,
⎩
gt−1 , others

δ is the object stiffness reflecting the relationship between
deformation and corresponding force, Kpi and Kii are the proportional and integral factors for interference fit, Δi mt is the
force-based compensational motion at time t, Fi_max is the
force threshold for interference fit, εi is a positive parameter
for interference assembly below which no force compensation
applies, and Δa F he is the deviation error between detected horizontal force and desired force (which is usually set as zero).
This kind of adaptation aims at rectifying object’s relative position only when force is large and relying on compensational
motions for small forces.
The inclined insertion controller for interference assembly
can be written as
Δi X u = ΔX um + ξΔi m

(23)

where Δi X u is the compensation for interference assembly.
C. Coordination Controller
Combining (21) and (23), we can provide a general form for
both inclined insertion types

→
−
ΔX um +gi ξΔi m+gc ξΔc mk V , a F ze 2 ≤ Fz_max
ΔX u =

T
000 ,
others
(24)
where Fzmax is the force threshold along the main axis, gi and
gc are the switch functions for assembly, and gi = 0, gc = 1

Fig. 5. Mutual relationship between the two manipulators in: (a) configuration and (b) time sequence.

stands for clearance assembly; gi = 1, gc = 0 for interference
assembly; gi = gc = 0 if no force detected. The above equation
means that the force controller activates if the detected force
along the main axis is within its threshold and the insertion
stops given a large a F ze .
The insertion speed varies during the inclined assembly
according to contact state and its motion is influenced by the
detected horizontal force magnitude and the inclined angle.
From the viewpoint of protecting tiny objects, slow insertion
corresponds to large contact force and big deviation posture:
larger contact force indicates larger alignment error; bigger
angle difference between inclination and insertion implies less
adjustment space, and these restrict the insertion step. We can
express the insertion motion in a general form as
Δzl = f (a Fhe 2 , | sin(θ − ϕ)|)
where θ − ϕ = diag{θ1 − ϕ1 , . . . , θn − ϕn } is the angle set of
deviated attitude between inclined object and insertion direction
observed by all microscopes, and f (·) is a function symbol. In
general, Δzl is positive and inversely proportional to its variables, and specifically exponent function is applied with linear
relationships among variables
Δzl = Δzl_max e

−[γF

a F he 2
Fi_max

+

n

i=1 (γθi | sin(θi −ϕi )|)]

(25)

where n is the camera’s number, γF is the weight of horizontal
force, γθi is the weight of angle deviation observed in the i
camera, and Δzl_max is the maximum insertion step.
Fig. 4 shows the control process for coordinated inclined
assembly. The control input is set as the desired length zd , an
alternative of which is to automatically compute the terminal
condition according to the visual features; and the parameter input includes the maximum vertical force threshold Fmax
(Fi_max for interference fit and Fc_max for clearance fit), the
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Fig. 6. Experiment platform and objects. (a) Full view. (b) Close view of the insertion. (c) Objects to be assembled.

horizontal adjustment threshold ε (εi and εc ), and the object’s
inclined angles θi observed by visual systems right before
the start of insertion. The force sensor detects forces between
objects which are filtered by employing a Butterworth low-pass
filter (LPF). The contact horizontal force is calculated and then
transformed into the actuator’s coordinates a F he . According to
the current force magnitude and inclined angles, the insertion
motion of the low object is generated to drive its manipulator.
The force controller is selected according to the assembly fit
type, and compensational motions for inclined angles and contact force are then produced to actuate the upper manipulator
to coordinate with the insertion. Meanwhile, camera motion is
determined by (5) to adjust visual system’s location to ensure a
clear view.
The upper manipulator, like a passive mechanism, compensates for the other object’s motion and deviated direction as
well as its own inclined angle, and adjusts according to the
contact force; the lower manipulator, like an active executor,
modifies its insertion according to the contact force magnitude and the other object’s inclined angle. This mutual relations
are shown in Fig. 5(a). To analyze in time sequence, the current force a F he,t is the result of the previous motion of the
upper manipulator ΔX u,t−1 ; therefore, in another words, the
low manipulator’s motion is affected by the upper object’s
past movement; the current adjustment movement of the upper
object is determined by the compensation for its inadequate
motion in the past and the current insertion of the lower
object. Fig. 5(b) describes this relationship in time sequence.
Therefore, during the inclined insertion, the two objects have
mutual effects which form the basis of our coordinated inclined
assembly strategy.

Fig. 7. Initialized object states in horizontal cameras in the:
(a) x-direction view and (b) y -direction view.

Fig. 8. Compensational motion trajectory of the upper object, where the
abscissa is u-axis displacement and the ordinate is v-axis motion.

VI. E XPERIMENTS
A. Platform and Calibration
To validate the proposed strategy, we use a precision assembly platform with multiple manipulators for experiments, as
shown in Fig. 6. This machine consists of totally six robot
arms and three microscopes, and to appropriately allocate
end-effectors to share the small working space, we use a
three-DOF manual rotational mechanism (tilt stages Sigma
KKD-25C) in the No. 3 manipulator to achieve the attitude

Fig. 9. Configurations to calibrate force transformation matrix in the:
(a) x-direction, (b) y -direction, and (c) z-direction.

adjustment. For compensational movement, this manipulator
is also equipped with a 3-D translational motion mechanism,
which we use Suguar KWG06030-G with translational resolution as ±0.5 µm. In the robot arm 4, the vertical elevation
stage is Micos ES-100 with movement errors within 0.1 µm to
carry out vertical translational motion and the three rotational
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Fig. 10. Experimental results. (a) Force generated during the inclined insertion. (b) Horizontal force described in a polar format, which shows the
force during the insertion points to a steady direction region. (c) Insertion steps in the whole process.

DOFs employ KGW06050-L around its x-axis and y-axis, and
SGSP-40yaw around z-axis. We pick GC2450 and PointGrey
cameras to constitute the horizontal microscopic system, each
is equipped with three Suguar KWG06030-G to fulfill the 3-D
translational motion in order to follow the insertion. The force
sensor (Nano-43) is located upon the rotational mechanism of
the robot arm 3, with resolution as 1/128N. We use these two
manipulators to execute the inclined precision assembly, with
Nos. 3 and 4 manipulators to hold the upper and lower objects,
respectively.
The objects to be assembled are shown in Fig. 6(c). The
upper one is a hollow cylindrical-shaped part attached to a long
bar which is gripped by its end-effector and the lower component is also a hollow cylinder with 50−µm thickness and
4-mm length. The interference between these two objects lies
in 0–10 µm.
Using the active calibration method, the image Jacobian
matrices of the upper manipulator yield
Ju =

−0.2300 0.2235 −0.0085
−0.0040 0.0145 0.3180

Ju =

−0.2162 −0.2203 0.0134
.
−0.0001 0.0108 0.3188

i

j

(26)

The translational image Jacobian matrices of the lower manipulator in each microscope result in

T

T
i
Jl = 1.46 −319.60 , j Jl = −3.16 −312.85
which mean that the insertion is slightly deviated to the right
in the x-direction view plane, and to the left in the y-direction
view plane. Therefore, the insertion direction angles deviated
from the vertical axes are ϕi = −0.26◦ and ϕj = 0.58◦ .
B. Motion Compensation
The upper object is randomly initialized with deviations of
θi = 2.60◦ and θj = 2.29◦ from the vertical state in each camera, and the lower object is aligned with it, as shown in Fig. 7,
with 100 image pixels distance between two center points of
top ends.

Fig. 11. Forces generated by using the method proposed in [2].

The proposed method is applied to achieve this inclined
insertion by using the coordinated motion to compensate for
the inclined attitude and adjusting contact position with force
controller. Fig. 8 shows the compensational motion trajectories
in horizontal camera’s views whose directions are perpendicular to the object’s attitude direction. a1 is the compensational
motion’s projection on the camera i’s view plane and a2 is
the projection on the view plane of microscope j. Since our
electrical motor only accepts an integral input, only when the
accumulative error in an axis surpasses the minimum acceptable magnitude the compensational motion in this axis is
performed. Therefore, the trajectories are ladder-like and the
compensational directions are overall about 2.617◦ and 2.275◦
to the negative ui -axis, with only less than 0.02◦ errors to
be perpendicular to the detected inclined posture. Each ladder width increases as the upper object inclines less. Known
from Fig. 8, the maximum deviated compensations are −66.7
and −76.5 pixels in the ui -axis, respectively, and −2.88 pixels
in the vi -axis during the insertion. In another word, this compensational motion displaces the upper object about 8.4 µm
vertically, 177 µm along ui -direction as well as 217 µm along
uj -direction. With this displacement, the two axes of objects
are approximately coincident and the force controller has less
burden in adjustment. While without this compensation, the
force controller will have to drive the object about 281 µm in
Cartesian space, which definitely decreases the insert efficiency.
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TABLE I
C OMPARATIVE R ESULTS B ETWEEN THE T WO M ETHODS

C. Force Transformation
To compute the force transformation matrix, we first take
the calibration steps described in Section II and execute three
experiments as shown in Fig. 9, where the end-effectors are
initiated in slight contact in the view of corresponding cameras. Driving the upper manipulator to move along the contact
direction and using normalization to remove the effect of λ
lead to
⎡
⎤
0.542 0.804 −0.245
a
Rs = ⎣ −0.784 0.589 0.195 ⎦ .
0.301 0.087 0.949
For our vision system, we reach the property of the camera
scaling parameters as kix = kiy with calibration variance about
1.5 × 10−8 . Substituting the image Jacobian matrix results in
(26) into (12), the rotational matrix mapping from the coordinates of actuator to those of the camera 1 leads to
⎡
⎤
−0.717 0.697 −0.026
c1
Ra = ⎣ −0.002 0.036 0.999 ⎦ .
0.697 0.716 −0.024
Employing the same method, we can compute the rotational
matrix c2 Ra , and then by applying (14), the main axis of the
upper object in the sensor’s coordinates yields

T
s
z e = 0.415 0.132 0.900 .
Therefore, the contact force can be projected into the sensor’s
coordinates.
D. Insertion
The insertion of these two objects involves interference fit,
and the force-controller parameters are chosen as Fi_max =
0.1 N, εi = 0.05 N, Fz_max = 1 N, Kpi δ = 50, Kii δ = 25. The
insertion-speed parameters are picked as Δzl_max = 20 µm,
γF = γθi = 0.5. The PI parameters in this paper are all regulated with Ziegler–Nichols method, and the step lengths as
well as thresholds in force control are determined via experiments. The Butterworth method is applied to filter the force
sensor.
By applying the force controller in (24), the insertion process
is completed, with Fig. 10(a) displaying the contact force. As
the assembly goes on, the friction force (the red line) becomes
larger, gradually reaching 0.25 N before the process ends. The
horizontal force also grows as the lower object inserts longer,

and when exceeds Fi_max , the force controller is activated and
the horizontal force quickly drops to below . This force-based
adjustment has been triggered for seven times, all in the latter
half of the insertion stage. In Fig. 10(b), the horizontal forces
in the actuator’s coordinates are illustrated in polar description
during the contact which shows that the force points to a relative steady direction and the accumulation along this orientation
leads to the trigger of force adjustment. Fig. 10(c) presents the
insertion steps of the lower manipulator. The effect of deviated angle is to reduce the maximum insertion step since the
inclination angle and insertion direction are unchangeable during this experiment, and therefore the step curve is inversely
proportional to the force change.
E. Comparative Experiments
The force-based method proposed in [2] is applied to carry
out this inclined insertion to compare the experiment results.
For realization of their approach, the controller parameters are
set as Fx_max = Fy_max = 0.1 N to limit the maximum of contact force along each horizontal axis, Lx = Ly = 5 µm to set
the adjustment step in horizontal directions, Lz = 20 µm be the
insertion step, and the other parameters are the same as used in
our method. In addition, the tolerance region εi is also incorporated in order to fasten the insertion and to avoid oscillation
around the maximum force threshold. We also have tried other
adjustment step value and find 5 µm obtains best results in
applying the comparative approach in our platform. The objects
are also initiated with the same posture and are well aligned
as in Fig. 7. In this comparative experiment, we also use force
transformation method to acquire real contact force for their
force-based controller. Without this transformation, the method
in [2] is unable to complete this inclined insertion.
Fig. 11 shows the performance of the method in [2], where
a
Fxe (green dotted) and a Fye (black dotted) are used as
inputs to the compared controller and a Fhe (blue) is drawn for
comparison with our controller. The insertion continues less
than 50 s, owing to the fact that no compensational motion
is included in their insertion controller, while our controller
spends about 60 s for the “insertion-as-compensation” due to
the speed restriction in (25). One hundred image pixel distance
is between objects after alignment and without motion compensation between the inclination and insertion direction, the
objects are a little deviated when first contact. This leads to
the big force response at 3 s. The controller in [2] generates
larger contact forces and presents more than 20 adjustments
to push force back to the tolerance region. It seems that force
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adjustment accompanies the whole insertion process and almost
reaches 0.2 N at some samples. Our method has much better
performance, as shown in Fig. 10(a), producing less contact
force all under 0.15 N and aligning objects well for first object
contact (no big force jump when inserts). Less force during insertion means better object alignment and better object
protection. Furthermore, every adjustment of our approach
leads to an almost zero-resultant force in the next step, while
the compared method needs to pick appropriate adjustment
step and even the best as we use still leads to noncomplete
adjustments. The above comparative results are also listed in
Table I.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper presents a control strategy for coordinated insertion in precision assembly to deal with one kind of disturbance,
inclination, which may be caused by inappropriate manual
operation or misoperation. In multiple microvisual planes, kinematics and the image Jacobian matrix are combined to determine the compensational movements according to the insertion
directions and tilted angles. To deal with the unknown posture
change between object and force sensor, we propose a method
based on the image Jacobian matrix to use microvisual feedback to transform force obtained from sensor to the object’s
coordinates. After the above two steps, we present a general
force-based control strategy to coordinate the assemblies of
interference fit and clearance fit. Experiments are carried out
on a precision assembly platform with multiple manipulators
and coordinated motions are applied to achieve a long insertion
between two thin objects in interference fit.
Future research will investigate new forms of force controller
to consider variable tilt angle using torques and implement
experiments with different contact fit. We will consider inclined
insertion of irregular shaped objects.
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